
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY-6 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day-6 by Coach BSR starts with the testimonial videos,
BSR Sir’s achievements, and all information on page https://www.askbsr.com/live in detail.

YouTube live link, Free Webinars, Morning Meditation link, Become a Volunteer,
Contribute and Donate, Summary, Free courses & Gifts, Contests and winners,
Testimonial videos, Mission, Social Media Handles etc.

10 lucky winners will be awarded with gifts daily based on:
Contest 1: Think Rich Gyani where 5 lucky winners will be picked up randomly get gift
hampers from Mystery Bakery

Contest 2: Share your learning or feedback from each episode of The Magic of Thinking Rich
Season 4 and share in social media (Instagram, FaceBook, Twitter, Linkedin) and win the most
powerful training on life transformation by Coach BSR the 90 days challenge Commando
Training.

visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the above information and stay up to date.

BSR starts the session with his energetic Signature Move “Shake your body and say YES”
The Philosophy and the Think Rich India Mission.
He also shares day 6 topic as “The Science behind Law of Attraction”.

https://www.askbsr.com/live
https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir reveals the fact of Law of Attraction (LOA)  as “I Am Responsible”. That means
anything that is happening in our life, we are responsible and anything we desire in life but fail to
achieve or receive, again we are responsible.

BSR Sir shares the great news of the day that we have respected Khan Sir as chief Guest and
will honour him with “The Greatest Contributor of India” award for his contribution towards
society and towards Nation as a great and amazing Teacher.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE SUPPORTS YOU
ENDLESSLY”

In the previous session, BSR Sir shared how to train our Subconscious Mind. We can not delete
old beliefs from our subconscious mind but we can add new programming into it. BSR Sir also
explained about the Law of Attraction and how it works.
Law of attraction says that our subconscious mind can attract anything and everything.

When we focus on something we get results out of it.
Where focus goes, energy flows, FOCUS=RESULTS

Words are Powerful: BSR Sir always reminds us of the power of words. Words are very
powerful so we should speak only what we want to attract in life, stop criticizing ourselves and
the people around us.
BSR Sir very beautifully explains the meaning of celebration and the celebrity. A Celebrity is
the one who celebrates even without a reason.



Sir shares his experiences of celebration and recalling small punchlines that keeps reminding
him to face the challenges, criticism and still celebrate in all stages of his life.
One of the punchlines by his teacher  that motivated him to face the audiences and improve
public speaking skills is “Keep going on the stage, people will salute you one day”

Sir shares experiences of his mountaineering journey when he had fever and the guided
motivational punchlines “One More Step”, “Fever is in the Mind” “You still have the Power,
you will climb” aided in the journey. Such powerful words like “One More Step” boosted his
energy and will-power so strong that climbing the impossible heights became possible. BSR Sir
also shared his inspirational cycling journey experience “Pedal For Change”

EVOLUTION OF THE COMMANDO TRAINING JOURNEY

BSR Sir explained that our Subconscious Mind is by default lazy, hence it constantly gives
excuses of not doing any work. The Conscious Mind gives command to the Subconscious Mind.
When we keep a morning alarm and it rings, our Conscious mind is weak at that time and the
Subconscious Mind commands the Conscious Mind to keep an alarm on snooze  This is most of
our story.

To Program The Subconscious Mind, BSR Sir thought and came up with an idea. He made a
group of 50 people and decided to start a challenge of getting up at 4 AM, reading books,
watching inspiring videos within the group for 90 days and the special Challenge is named as
The Commando Challenge. Sir was surprised to see this work and repeated with more batches.



BSR Sir says he could achieve success in getting up early by programming the Subconscious
Mind with the power of SANGAT AADAT & GURU.

“SANGAT”(company) is a group of positive like minded people, “AADAT” (habit) of performing
the daily rituals with the “GURU”(teacher) in his guidance to achieve a common Goal. This is
how Commando Training has evolved to transform the lives of the people under the guidance of
the Pioneer Guru BSR Sir.

BSR Sir happily and proudly announces the attempt of the World Record on 5th of
September, on the Teachers Day where 2.5 Lakhs of viewers must watch within 1 hour of time.
Sir requests all his people to support him in the mission and share with maximum people.

BSR Sir explains how Goals can be achieved by learning the Science behind the Law of
Attraction.
When the subconscious mind is in proper alignment with the conscious mind, we get results.
We have 24 hours in a day. Daily if we dedicate 1-2 hrs for our subconscious mind and the rest
22-23 hrs for the conscious mind, the desired results can be achieved very easily.

Law Of Attraction Transforms Life:
BSR Sir explains the  goal achievement process using the Law of Attraction. Set goals, program
your Subconscious Mind and focus on implementation. The whole universe helps you achieve it.



BSR Sir shares examples of visionaries like Ratan Tata and Elon Musk, who made everything
possible with absolute clarity and a focused approach to achieving their Goals.

Suggested film by BSR Sir: “Heal”
Suggested book:
“You Can Heal Your Life” by Louise Hay
“The Secret” by Rhonda Byrne

Energy = God = You
BSR Sir explains the Law of Energy from Quantum Physics. Energy can neither be created
nor be destroyed, it can only be transferred. Energy is only one.God is energy(E=1), You are
also energy, that means You are God.

Sir demonstrates experiments using hands to experience the electromagnetic field of energy.

LAW OF ATTRACTION - Everything Can Shift with the 4 Pillars

The Law of Attraction works with the 4 important Rules(Pillars):

● Convert your desire into the Burning Desire.
● Hope and Faith.
● Absolute Clarity.
● Zero Doubt.

BSR shares on Day 7 we will learn Why Law of Attraction Fails.



BSR Sir welcomes very talented and unique personality respected Khan Sir to The Magic
of Thinking Rich session and we are blessed to know his teaching experiences, his love for
the Nation, his powerful rich thoughts and many contributions he made to the society as a Nobel
Teacher. Khan Sir shared about NDA and how his journey began as a teacher.

Blessed are the students who get to pursue education under Khan Sir. His popularity in Social
Media speaks about his great achievements in less time. Sir shares a few important tips to learn
and implement things in life and his speech fills our heart with a proud feeling, the feeling of One
Nation.  Finally, everyone’s favourite Khan Sir is honored with the “The Greatest Contributor
of India” Award by Coach BSR in front of the whole world LIVE on YouTube.

Hearty Congratulations Khan Sir for “The Greatest
Contributor Of India” Award

CONGRATULATIONS



Tomorrow Day 7 we will learn why The Law of Attraction doesn't work

BSR Sir ends Day 6 session with the gratitude message and amazing celebration on the
new powerful song of The Magic of Thinking Rich “Soch se hum taqdeer badal den..”


